
                                                 

LAFON PULSE : intelligent electric recharging ! 

On November 4 & 5, 2020, LAFON will take part in the 100% digital exhibition, AUTONOMY 
DIGITAL. This key event for players in sustainable and intelligent mobility is an opportunity 
for the French industrial company to present its latest technological innovations and its 
complete range of alternative energy solutions. 

"Taking part in the changes of today and those of tomorrow": LAFON's mission remains 
unchanged. A major player in the deployment of charging stations for electric vehicles, the 
MADIC group subsidiary has been actively taking part in the energy transition for the past ten 
years, with the development of high-tech technologies, products and services dedicated to a 
less polluting but also faster and more efficient mobility. 

Always in line with the latest innovations in the sector, LAFON electric recharging stations are 
now equipped with a MID (Measuring Instrument Directive) meter: a metrological meter that 
makes it possible to charge for electricity by measuring the kW/hour consumed by the 
vehicles and no longer just the charging time.  

LAFON invests 7% of its turnover in R&D and develops the latest innovations in the sector to 
integrate them into its offer. Its development strategy is therefore oriented towards the 
intelligence of the charger. Since the beginning of 2020, LAFON has been offering new devices 
that accompany the evolution of uses: 

● Smart charging enables the optimisation of the recharging infrastructure by 
distributing the available power. This process leads to real savings through a simple 
equation: a better distribution of energy for maximum optimisation. 

● A reservation system that allows users to reserve their charging point before going to 
the terminal. 

The user experience is at the heart of LAFON's vision, which is also working on Plug & Charge, 
a technology stemming from the ISO 15118 standard, which allows the terminals to identify 
the vehicle as soon as it is plugged in, and to automatically authorise charging. This saves time 
for the user, who only has to perform one manoeuvre: connection to the charger. 

At the AUTONOMY DIGITAL show LAFON will present the latest 
version of its WB-AC wallbox: a charger with a new design, which 
welcomes the new intelligent technologies of the sector: MID 
meter, dynamic load management (DLM) and the ISO1518 Plug 
& load.  

For more information : http://pulse.lafon.fr/?language=en  

 

http://pulse.lafon.fr/?language=en


                                                 
About LAFON : 
Founded in 1959 and belonging to the MADIC group for nearly 15 years, LAFON's expertise in 
dispensing devices, payment systems & payment machines, and cloud-hosted software, has 
enabled it to become a major player in the deployment of charging stations for electric 
vehicles. Thanks to the MADIC group's partnership with the Japanese manufacturer 
TATSUNO, LAFON now markets compressed natural gas dispensers. 
As a player in the energy transition, LAFON benefits from a production space dedicated to 
electric charging infrastructures at its Bassens site in the Gironde region in France. Its 
industrial flexibility and technological expertise guarantee the adaptability and quality of its 
products made in France. 
https://www.lafon.fr/?language=en  
 
About MADIC group : 
Founded in 1971 in Nantes, France, the family-owned MADIC group innovates in Energy & 
Automotive Environment, Unattended Payment, Customer Path Datalisation and related 
services. With its 1,300 employees spread over 32 sites (industrial and services) in Europe, 
Africa and North America, MADIC group designs and develops intelligent, reliable and secure 
solutions that enable its partners to improve their customer relations and promote their 
products under optimal conditions. The group focuses its growth on a strategy of sustainable 
development, respectful of People, Business and the Planet. 
http://www.groupe.madic.com/  
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